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Blues You Can Use (Music Instruction) 1995-10-01 guitar
educational a comprehensive source designed to help
guitarists develop both lead and rhythm playing covers texas
delta r b early rock and roll gospel blues rock and more
includes 21 complete solos chord progressions and riffs
turnarounds moveable scales and more the audio features leads
and full band backing
Blues Guitar For Dummies 2020-07-14 want to become the
coolest possible version of yourself time to jump into
learning the blues guitar even if you don t read music blues
guitar for dummies lets you pick up the fundamentals and
start jamming like your favorite blues artists blues guitar
for dummies covers the key aspects of blues guitar showing
you how to play scales chords progressions riffs solos and
more this hands on guide is packed with musical examples
chords charts and photos that let you explore the genre and
play the songs of all the great blues musicians this
accessible how to book will give you the skills you need to
choose the right guitar equipment and strings hold tune and
get situated with your guitar play barre chords and strum to
the rhythm recognize the structure of a blues song tackle
musical riffs master melodies and solos make your guitar sing
cry and wail jam to any type of blues additionally the book
comes with a website that shares audio samples of all the
examples covered in the lessons go online to practice your
riffs and chords and develop your style as a blues musician
order your copy of blues guitar for dummies today and get
ready to start shredding p s if you think this book seems
familiar you re probably right the dummies team updated the
cover and design to give the book a fresh feel but the
content is the same as the previous release of blues guitar
for dummies 9780470049204 the book you see here shouldn t be
considered a new or updated product but if you re in the mood
to learn something new check out some of our other books we
re always writing about new topics
Blues Guitar Lessons - Solos 2014-05-21 teach yourself how to
play guitar with our easy blues guitar lessons comes with
online access to free audio demonstrating all examples hear
how each one is played by a teacher then play along with the
backing band want to learn from the best get this book if you
want a neat concise thorough introduction to playing the
blues then you want this book no arguments so buy this book
and get rockin highly recommended mcronson scotland amazon uk
progressive blues guitar solos contains all you need to know
to start learning to be a great blues guitar player in one
easy to follow lesson by lesson blues guitar tutorial
suitable for all ages and all types of guitars including
acoustic guitar and electric guitar basic knowledge of how to
read music and playing the guitar is required to teach
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yourself to learn to play guitar from this book teach
yourself how to play electric guitar solos and how to play
acoustic guitar solos how to play guitar scales including
minor scales pentatonic scales blues scales and major scales
in various patterns and how to harmonize across the entire
fretboard how to play blues guitar notes and blues guitar
scales and licks used in blues lead guitar solos all the
fundamental techniques of blues guitar playing including
hammer ons pull offs slides bends release bends slight bends
vibrato muting rakes trills tremolo and trail offs guitar
theory for learning how to read guitar music and how to read
guitar tabs for beginners blues guitar tips and guitar tricks
that every player should know when learning guitar shortcuts
for how to learn guitar fast by getting the most from guitar
practice sessions contains everything you need to know to
learn to play the guitar today features include progressive
step by step easy beginners guitar lessons written by a
professional blues guitar teacher full color photos and
diagrams easy to read blues guitar music and easy blues
guitar tabs with chords for accompaniment guitar scale
diagrams for all important blues guitar scales 49 blues
guitar exercises in a variety of styles such as shuffles
traditional slow blues and jazz style blues along with r b
and funk grooves written in the styles of blues legends like
b b king albert king freddie king albert collins buddy guy
otis rush peter green and stevie ray vaughan guitar lessons
have never been this easy for anyone who wants to learn how
to play the guitar fast learntoplaymusic com s blues guitar
lessons are used by students and guitar teachers worldwide to
learn how to play guitar for over 30 years our team of
professional authors composers and musicians have crafted
guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest we offer a
huge selection of music instruction books that cover many
different instruments and styles in print ebook and app
formats awarded the quality excellence design qed seal of
approval for ebook innovation learntoplaymusic com continues
to set the standard for quality music education resources
Blues Guitar Lessons for Beginners 2014-04-29 teach yourself
how to play guitar with our easy blues guitar lessons for
beginners comes with online access to free audio
demonstrating all examples hear how each one is played by a
teacher then play along with the backing band this is a great
book for beginners and intermediates it explains the music
theory needed and and a variety of techniques from strumming
to picking enabling you to become fully competent in playing
the guitar natasha stephens amazon uk progressive beginner
blues guitar contains all you need to know to start learning
to be a great blues guitar player in one easy to follow
lesson by lesson blues guitar tutorial suitable for all ages
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and all types of guitars including electric guitar and
acoustic guitar no prior knowledge of how to read music or
playing the guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to
play guitar from this book teach yourself how to play
electric guitar and how to play acoustic guitar how to play
blues guitar chords and blues rhythm guitar strumming
patterns how to play blues guitar notes and blues guitar
scales used in blues lead guitar solos riffs and licks all
the important lead guitar scales and techniques used by all
blues guitarists practical guitar theory for learning how to
read blues guitar music for beginners and how to read blues
guitar tabs for beginners how to tune a guitar blues guitar
tips and blues guitar tricks that every player should know
when learning guitar shortcuts for how to teach yourself to
play blues guitar the fastest possible way by getting the
most from guitar practice sessions contains everything you
need to know to learn to play the guitar today features
include progressive step by step easy guitar lessons written
by a professional blues guitar teacher easy to read blues
guitar music for beginners guitar chords for beginners and
easy guitar tabs for beginners full color photos and diagrams
110 great sounding blues guitar exercises blues guitar chord
progressions blues guitar riffs blues guitar licks and blues
guitar solos used by today s best blues and roots guitarists
jam along band backing tracks for practicing your blues
guitar improvisation beginner guitar lessons have never been
this easy for anyone who wants to learn how to play the
guitar fast learntoplaymusic com s blues guitar lessons for
beginners are used by students and guitar teachers worldwide
to learn how to play guitar for over 30 years our team of
professional authors composers and musicians have crafted
guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest we offer a
huge selection of music instruction books that cover many
different instruments and styles in print ebook and app
formats awarded the quality excellence design qed seal of
approval for ebook innovation learntoplaymusic com continues
to set the standard for quality music education resources
Acoustic Blues Guitar Styles 2012-09-10 acoustic blues guitar
styles is an introduction to fingerstyle acoustic blues
guitar the style made popular by robert johnson bill broonzy
and mance lipscomb following the success of the popular
acoustic guitar styles larry sandberg s acoustic blues guitar
styles is an instructional book geared towards the
intermediate guitar player not only to teach fingerstyle
blues technique but also to approach the music creatively and
with feeling and rhythm part one teaches you the
preliminaries such as reading a chord chart and working out a
12 bar blues in different keys part two teaches you touch
timing and basic fingerpicking technique part three teaches
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you how to play stylistically with lessons on how to
incorporate bends vibrato alternating bassnotes and rhythmic
variations into your playing all musical exercises are
presented in both standard notation and tablature and are
supported by audio tracks customers purchasing the ebook
version of this title will be able to download the supporting
audio tracks instructions on downloading the files can be
found on the contents page
Beyond Basics 1997-11 acoustic blues guitar teaches blues
chord forms stylistic licks and patterns blues scales
turnarounds solo country blues style guitar independent bass
line and melody ideas and more the book includes a full color
photo section showing all types of slides written in standard
notation and tablature
Getting Into Blues Guitar 2011-08-19 intended for beginning
to intermediate level players this blues guitar tutorial
offers progressive lessons addressing chords comping scales
phrasing and solo improvising the book s numerous musical
examples and tunes are written in both standard notation and
guitar tablature as well as in chord grids when justified all
examples appear on the book s companion cd recorded on
electric guitar only helpful practice tips and suggestions
for further reading and listening are provided the author
methodically introduces the student to authentic blues styles
and techniques referring to specific artists recordings and
periods in the development and evolution of modern blues
guitar playing the relationship between chords and soloing is
examined as is the role of the guitar in blues ensembles and
recordings equal emphasis is placed on chord comping
improvising and related theory upon completion of the book
the student should be competent in performing a wide range of
blues forms and idioms comping and improvising with authority
and playing the blues in a band or larger ensemble
Best of Blues Guitar 2010-10-07 a must for any contemporary
blues guitarists contains 12 great down home blues solos each
inspired by an original blues guitar giant like blind lemon
jefferson on robert johnson each solo contain comments about
the styles and trademark lick of the blues legends in
notation and tablature audio available online
Complete Acoustic Blues Method 2006-06 the conclusion of this
power packed acoustic blues guitar method begins with a
review of transposition and immediately proceeds to great
acoustic blues music it provides an in depth and exciting
exploration of fingerstyle blues with lots of pieces in
standard open and alternate tunings slide guitar technique is
also covered with examples in standard and open tunings the
book takes a much closer look at pentatonic and blues scale
theory and application modal theory is introduced with
special attention given to the mixolydian and dorian modes
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jazz blues walking bass lines popping the bass and advanced
muting techniques are all covered as well any player no
matter how advanced can improve their playing and learn lots
of great music with this book
Blues Guitar for the Young Beginner 2010-12-17 written with
the young beginner in mind this book presents the basics of
blues guitar any beginner can play the blues using the
concepts and etudes presented in standard notation and tab
comes with a great companion cd
Blues Guitar Lessons - Licks 2014-05-19 teach yourself how to
play guitar with our easy blues guitar lessons comes with
online access to free audio demonstrating all examples hear
how each one is played by a teacher then play along with the
backing band this is a great book for beginners and
intermediates it explains the music theory needed and a
variety of techniques from strumming to picking enabling you
to become fully competent in playing the guitar natasha
stephens amazon uk progressive blues guitar licks contains
all you need to know to start learning to be a great blues
guitar player in one easy to follow lesson by lesson blues
guitar tutorial suitable for all ages and all types of
guitars including acoustic guitar and electric guitar basic
knowledge of how to read music and playing the guitar is
required to teach yourself to learn to play guitar from this
book teach yourself how to play acoustic guitar licks and
electric guitar licks how to play guitar licks using
pentatonic scales and blues scales in various forms over the
entire fretboard all the fundamental techniques of blues
guitar playing including hammer ons pull offs slides bends
release bends slight bends vibrato muting rakes trills
tremolos and trail offs guitar theory for learning how to
read guitar music and how to read guitar tabs blues guitar
tips and guitar tricks that every player should know when
learning guitar shortcuts for how to learn guitar fast by
getting the most from guitar practice sessions contains
everything you need to know to learn to play the guitar today
features include progressive step by step easy guitar lessons
written by a professional blues guitar teacher full color
photos and diagrams easy to read blues guitar music for
beginners easy blues guitar tabs for beginners and blues
guitar chord symbols for accompaniment 120 blues guitar
exercises blues guitar licks blues guitar solos and popular
easy blues guitar songs for beginners in blues guitar styles
beginner guitar lessons have never been this easy for anyone
who wants to learn how to play the guitar fast
learntoplaymusic com s blues guitar lessons are used by
students and guitar teachers worldwide to learn how to play
guitar for over 30 years our team of professional authors
composers and musicians have crafted guitar lesson books that
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are a cut above the rest we offer a huge selection of music
instruction books that cover many different instruments and
styles in print ebook and app formats awarded the quality
excellence design qed seal of approval for ebook innovation
learntoplaymusic com continues to set the standard for
quality music education resources
Electric Blues Guitar Method 2012-02-24 this is an innovative
and comprehensive book which teaches the essentials of
playing contemporary blues guitar includes basic techniques
such as note bending the hammer ons the pull offs in addition
to the blues shuffle rhythm the first part of the book
presents lead guitar solos demonstrating and teaching basic
techniques in notation and tablature audio available online
free
Blues Guitar for Beginners 2005-05-03 this book takes the
beginning guitarist from the basics of buying their first
guitar through the basic fundamentals of blues guitar
techniques and blues lead guitar playing it is written in a
step by step manner that allows you to advance at your own
pace tablature photos diagrams and drawings make new concepts
or techniques easy to understand written by an outstanding
performer and educator this is the beginner s chance to study
with the best
Expanded Blues Guitar 2013-11-18 it s not a music theory book
it s not a beginning blues guitar book and it is not just an
album transcription book it is all three crammed together to
make a unique resource for guitarists looking to fill in or
expand their knowledge of the blues with a complete albums
worth of transcriptions to work from as well 12 bar blues 8
bar blues minor blues jimmy reed style shuffles chicago box
shuffles forward and reverse boogaloo blues mambo funky blues
feels train or rockabilly feels top and bottom parts for all
feels arranging rhythm guitars for all feels turnarounds
quick changes structuring songs and solos scales and
arpeggios hybrid picking harp scale licks oblique bends
chromatic passing tones fordominant chords and online access
to backing tracks additional lessons and audio for all 11
songs from the author s album black market hearts at
markweinguitarlessons com books html more information on the
author at markwein com
Progressive Blues Acoustic Guitar Method 2023-03-24 for
beginner blues acoustic guitarists this course covers all the
important aspects of acoustic blues guitar such as blues
progressions blues rhythms lead guitar patterns and
techniques also introduces blues fingerpicking
Inside Blues Guitar 2001 string letter publishing boost your
blues i q with this lively comprehensive introduction to one
of america s most vital musical legacies from the origins of
the blues in the rural south and early masters like charley
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patton and blind lemon jefferson to the guitars and
techniques used by acoustic blues players then and now
leading roots music performer and recording artist steve
james answers 50 key questions for contemporary blues
guitarists and fans alike and provides invaluable reference
information on essential recordings books websites workshops
and more with inside blues guitar you ll find the right gear
repertoire and resources to play the blues and truly
appreciate america s most accessible and enduring musical
tradition
Progressive Blues Guitar 2023-03-24 for beginner blues
guitarists covers rhythm and lead playing turnarounds note
bending slides and vibrato along with over 100 licks and
solos in a variety of blues styles
Blues Guitar from Scratch 2006 a thorough course paced for
beginners become a great blues guitarist by starting with the
fundamentals like holding the guitar tuning up and playing
simple chords and notes and continue to grow with more
advanced topics explored later like slides tritone patterns
and double stops all the music in each book is shown in tab
as well as standard music notation
Basic Blues Guitar Method, Book 1 2016-05-03 blues guitar
level 1 within the school of the blues lesson series is about
learning the art of playing rhythm guitar and its various
grooves pertaining to the blues areas covered are major
scales chord construction chicago type shuffles uptown swing
jump cut time slow blues rhumba funky blues rock beat boogie
beat eight bar blues openings breaks and endings this book is
accompanied by audio download available online of all
examples played by author john garcia along with the
background music for all skill level players includes access
to online audio
Blues Guitar Method, Level 1 2016-09-01 this book two is a
separate enhancement on your personal book of solo
fingerstyle blues guitar 1 fundamental book two is comprised
of 2 big chapters chapter two includes different variations
in rhythmic styles fret positions of chord and changes in
applications integrated trainings on melodic lines of
fingerstyle playing and the above mentioned variation
practices the goal is that after finishing reading this
chapter you are able to play fingerstyle blues guitar richly
and freely move your fingers around different fret positions
at ease chapter three then is on advanced thinkings and
changeable possibilites in blues music including uses of
different scale and mixes changes and the differences of
major and minor keys and most importantly the core target of
blues improvisation performance in addition to melodic
improvisations we are more looking forward to achieving
fingerstyle blues improvisation performances this book is
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quite suitable for friends who are serious about learning
blues guitar regardless of fingerstyle or electric guitar
blues solo you all can gain quite much from this book you can
also choose the paperback version of your personal book of
solo fingerstyle blues guitar fundamental advanced
improvisation which contains these chapters is definitely
worthwhile for your collection paperback version ebook1
ebook2 great volume of 12 measure exercises 75 demo songs
arrangements and mp3 downloads more in depth experiences in
the beauty of blues music various types of theme oriented
blues trainings on melody harmony rhythms and fingerstyle
more diverse and rich blues playing step by step hands on
impromptu playing methods make your freestyle blues
improvisation dream comes true facebook page goo gl y94vh5
welcome leave any message if you have any question about this
book demo songs on youtube youtu be pi6vwcy9408 table of
content chapter one learning of blues basics ebook1 blues
music blues chords form of blues music rhythm of blues most
often used keys in blues music for fingerstyle guitar blues
notes blues expressions etudes fingerstyle playing practice
chapter two enriching your blues playing ebook2 various
styles of blues rhythm applications of open string notes
applications of inversion chords accompaniment and riffs
integrate performance etudes chapter three advanced blues
thinking improvisation ebook2 turnaround blues in minor keys
blues in major keys flexible variations in blues melody blues
improvisations practical applications improvisations of blues
fingerstyle performance unaccompanied blues improvisation
playing conclusions
Your Personal Book of Solo Fingerstyle Blues Guitar 2 :
Advanced & Improvisation 1994-08 this advanced volume in the
comprehensive method for blues guitarists is also great for
rock players who want to develop a blues edge covers theory
from blues scales composite scales and the mixolydian mode to
arpeggio superimpositions and the 8 bar blues with examples
of gospel blues minor blues and others also contains licks in
the styles of blues masters such as muddy waters big bill
broonzy freddie king b b king john lee hooker and many others
all music is shown in standard notation and tab 144 pages
Complete Blues Guitar Method 2006 the total blues guitarist
is an exciting journey through the diverse world of blues
guitar playing start with simple blues progressions and end
up playing licks in the styles of greats like stevie ray
vaughan muddy waters b b king and bonnie raitt this wide
ranging study of blues guitar is for all players from
beginning to advanced the beginning to intermediate student
will find all the tools needed to become a great player while
the more advanced player will find lots of useful tips and a
fresh perspective on blues guitar this book is filled with
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scales chords licks and tunes in many different blues styles
including funk blues jazz blues and modal blues whether you
are just beginning or have already begun your blues guitar
journey this is the one place to get everything you need to
make you a great blues guitarist a cd is included with
backing tracks to jam over
The total blues guitarist 2012-03-16 this book is for
intermediate players as well as those who have completed book
two of the series you will learn about minor blues intros
turnarounds endings rhythm riffs and texas swing in addition
to easy to understand lessons on improvisation and theory how
to use mix and expand pentatonic scale patterns is explained
Basic Blues Guitar Method, Book 3 2007-03-01 blues guitar
play along trax within the school of the blues lesson series
is an exciting play along that contains the most common
grooves used in blues bands today notated examples are also
provided to give you an idea of how you can approach
accompanying a vocalist or instrumentalist along with the 12
jam tracks the book is accompanied by a cd recording of all
examples played by author john garcia along with the
background music
Blues Guitar Play-Along Trax 2001-02 how to play blues guitar
second edition
How to Play Blues Guitar 2005 this book is for intermediate
players as well as those who have completed book two of the
series you will learn about minor blues intros turnarounds
endings rhythm riffs and texas swing in addition to easy to
understand lessons on improvisation and theory how to use mix
and expand pentatonic scale patterns is explained a cd is
available which demonstrates each example
It's Easy to Bluff Blues Guitar 2006-02-01 the guitarist s
guide to mastering the blues learn the concepts techniques
and theory specific to the blues and apply them to both lead
and rhythm guitar playing licks in the styles of legendary
blues guitarists like muddy waters buddy guy b b king and
john lee hooker are explored in detail 144 pages
Basic Blues Guitar Method, Bk 3 2016-09-01 guitar collection
this book and audio package contains 55 traditional blues
arrangements chock full of chords licks riffs and lines for
you to pick up and play many different blues forms are
presented from 12 bar and 8 bar progressions to minor and
slow blues patterns providing loads of fun for the serious
bluesman to the casual hobbyist the audio features a
demonstration of every example in the book
Complete Blues Guitar Method 2015-10-08 this book is the
fundamental chapter of solo fingerstyle blues guitar this
first book introduces basic elements of blues music
specifically on chord scale rhythm expressions and etc to do
simple practices and trials and integrated melodic demo
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practices are designed in a later section allowing readers to
play real blues through the previous elements two voice
fingerstyle blues practices are available in the end for
beginner guitar learning friends who are curious and
interested in blues music you may be able to experience and
play it through the contents of this book one if you have
more and deeper interests you may also read the later book
two for playing and practices if you want to learn more about
how to enrich your fingerstyle blues guitar playing as well
as improvisation book two will be your next choice you can
also choose the paperback version of your personal book of
solo fingerstyle blues guitar fundamental advanced
improvisation which contains these chapters is definitely
worthwhile for your collection paperback version ebook1
ebook2 great volume of 12 measure exercises 75 demo songs
arrangements and mp3 downloads more in depth experiences in
the beauty of blues music various types of theme oriented
blues trainings on melody harmony rhythms and fingerstyle
more diverse and rich blues playing step by step hands on
impromptu playing methods make your freestyle blues
improvisation dream comes true facebook page goo gl y94vh5
welcome leave any message if you have any question about this
book demo songs on youtube youtu be pi6vwcy9408 table of
content chapter one learning of blues basics ebook1 blues
music blues chords form of blues music rhythm of blues most
often used keys in blues music for fingerstyle guitar blues
notes blues expressions etudes fingerstyle playing practice
chapter two enriching your blues playing ebook2 various
styles of blues rhythm applications of open string notes
applications of inversion chords accompaniment and riffs
integrate performance etudes chapter three advanced blues
thinking improvisation ebook2 turnaround blues in minor keys
blues in major keys flexible variations in blues melody blues
improvisations practical applications improvisations of blues
fingerstyle performance unaccompanied blues improvisation
playing conclusions
Solo Blues Guitar (Music Instruction) 2010-10-07 a collection
of 12 great acoustic blues guitar solos by duck baker in
notation and tablature the solos are intermediate to advanced
in difficulty and successfully capture the earthy myriad of
influences comprising classic american blues guitar stylings
chords scales keys and turnarounds for the blues are taught
in this method book standard notation and tablature all songs
from the book are included on the cd
Your Personal Book of Solo Fingerstyle Blues Guitar 1 :
Fundamental 2023-03-24 this is a great resource for the
guitarist interested in blues jerry silverman has picked out
31 all time favorite blues classics each songs is presented
in two ways first with the melody line lyrics and chords and
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with a written fingerpicking accompaniment part secondly as a
fingerpicking blues guitar solo in notation and tablature
Duck Baker's Fingerstyle Blues Guitar 101 2003-08-01 this
advanced volume in the comprehensive method for blues
guitarists is also great for rock players who want to develop
a blues edge covers theory from blues scales composite scales
and the mixolydian mode to arpeggio superimpositions and the
8 bar blues with examples of gospel blues minor blues and
others also contains licks in the styles of blues masters
such as muddy waters big bill broonzy freddie king b b king
john lee hooker and many others all music is shown in
standard notation and tab
Blues Guitar Songbook 1970-01-01 for beginner blues lead
guitarists in this course the blues scale is shown in all
possible fingerings in the one key making it possible to play
fluently over the entire guitar other keys are introduced
later in the course but only after the fretboard has been
mastered the central goal is the development of musical
technique
Complete Blues Guitar Method: Mastering Blues Guitar
2008-01-01 have you ever dreamed of playing lead guitar like
john lee hooker carlos santana jimmy page slash and eric
clapton perhaps you took a few lessons but became frustrated
and gave up if so the everything rock blues guitar book is
for you with easy to understand instruction the everything
rock blues guitar book provides you with everything you need
to play all your favorite songs you will learn the scales and
chords found in all rock and blues songs and master the
unique techniques that define them the everything rock blues
guitar book also includes professional tips on inflection and
phrasing chord progression alternate tuning harmonics and
slide playing transcription and ear training equipment such
as electric guitars straps amplifiers strings and pedals
written in plain english by longtime professional guitarist
and instructor marc schonbrun the everything rock blues
guitar book shows you how to play with your head as well as
your hands
Progressive Blues Lead Guitar Technique 1994-08 this book is
great for the musician who knows the basics of blues guitar
and is ready to take the next step after a quick review of
the fundamentals the topics include blues fills and phrasing
techniques non scale tones chord extensions and substitutions
r b funk blues and more the final section is devoted to licks
in the styles of master blues guitarists all music is shown
in standard notation and tab
The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar Book guitar method the hal
leonard guitar method is designed for anyone just learning to
play acoustic or electric guitar it is based on years of
teaching guitar students of all ages and it also reflects
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some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world
book 1 includes tuning playing position musical symbols notes
in first position c g g7 d d7 a7 and em chords rhythms
through eighth notes strumming and picking over 80 great
songs riffs and examples
Complete Blues Guitar Method: Intermediate Blues Guitar
guitar collection this outstanding collection features note
for note transcriptions with tab for 150 blues classics songs
include baby please don t go born under a bad sign bridge of
sighs cold shot couldn t stand the weather cross road blues
crossroads double trouble everyday i have the blues i can t
quit you baby i m tore down killing floor love in vain blues
motherless child pride and joy the sky is crying statesboro
blues sweet home chicago texas flood the thrill is gone tube
snake boogie and dozens more
Hal Leonard Guitar Method Book 1 this book is great for the
musician who knows the basics of blues guitar and is ready to
take the next step after a quick review of the fundamentals
the topics include blues fills and phrasing techniques non
scale tones chord extensions and substitutions r b funk blues
and more the final section is devoted to licks in the styles
of master blues guitarists all music is shown in standard
notation and tab and the cd demonstrates the examples in the
book 96 pages
Blues Guitar Tab White Pages (Songbook)
Complete Blues Guitar Method
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